
To: railcentral@planninginspectorate.gov.uk 

From Phillip Hayward 

Date: 24th March 2019 

 

Interested Party registration identification number: 20019865 

 

TR050004 Rail Central – comment on application for deferred start to Examination 

 

Deadline to comment: 1st April 2019 

 

In response to your request for comments on the Applicant’s request for a deferral to the start of 

the Examination, I have reviewed their letter dated 11th March and its accompanying appendices. 

The Applicant’s document contains their proposed alternative Programme A and Programme B and I 

understand they intend to confirm which of these will be followed if their request is granted. 

 

In brief, I am neither in favour nor opposed to the granting of the requested delay which is clearly a 

matter for the Planning Inspectorate to determine. However, based on the Applicant’s outlines for 

Programme A and Programme B, if the delay is granted, I have 3 requests to put to the Inspectorate 

as follows: 

 

1. Please challenge the Applicant regarding their suitability to continue with this application 

2. Please review with great care the documentation they submit, in particular any changes they 

make and any assertions or claims regarding the robustness and effectiveness of their new 

plans. 

3. Please compel the Applicant to consult fully and accurately, not only with statutory 

authorities but also with local communities and residents. 

 

I am providing detailed background to each question below. 

 

1. Please challenge the Applicant regarding their suitability to continue with this application 

 

In the letter dated 11th March, the Applicant states that “it has become apparent that 

notwithstanding the significant engagement which has taken place since October 2015, the proposed 

highway mitigation package is not likely to perform as was expected at the time the application was 

submitted.” 

 

The Applicant confirms that “The proposed highway mitigation was devised and tested through 

considerable engagement with Highways England (HE) and Northamptonshire County Council (NCC)” 

consuming “considerable effort and resources”. In spite of this, the Applicant so significantly failed to 

design a proper plan for traffic and highways that they now need to make changes to the inadequate 

plan which they submitted on 29th October 2018. Having discovered their shortcoming around 

November after appointing additional consultants to support them, they are still now only able to 

state that: “the scale and extent of the highway mitigation changes are not yet known, (so) it is not 

yet possible to define the exact programme for submission of any request to change the application”. 

 

Given the poor quality of their original application (rejected by the Planning Inspectorate) and this 

subsequent shambles with their traffic plans, it is easy to form the opinion that the Applicant has 

only a tenuous hold on the technical capabilities required to design and develop a Strategic Rail 



Freight Terminal. I therefore ask the Inspectorate to pose the reasonable question: “Is this Applicant 

suitable to continue with this application?” 

 

2. Please review with great care the documentation they submit, in particular any changes 

they make and any assertions or claims regarding the robustness and effectiveness of their 

new plans. 

 

As a local resident, I have attended many of the local exhibitions which formed part of the 

Applicant’s consultation programme. I have studied their documents, talked to their experts, 

reviewed their Indicative Plans and exchanged letters and emails with the Applicant since January 

2016. The lack of accuracy and frequent inconsistencies between their public statements, exhibition 

graphics and circulated updates has been a continuing theme, such that it would not be 

unreasonable to conclude the Applicant either lacks competence to produce reliable reference 

materials or deliberately seeks to confuse any effective review. 

 

The same issue is apparent within their letter addressed to the Infrastructure Planning Lead dated 

11th March, and specifically regarding their documentation around their proposed Programmes A or 

B. You will know that the Applicant has included a Process Note in which the two alternatives are set 

out. Appendix 1 of the note represents their Programme A as a textual table and later in Gantt chart 

format. For Programme A the representations contain the following gaps and inconsistencies. 

 

1. The two representations of Programme A use different numbering for major project Stages.  

For example: 

Stage 4 in their textual table (Design Review) is Stage 1 in their Gantt chart. 

Stage 7 in the textual table (Environmental Assessment) is Stage 3 in their Gantt 

chart. 

Stage 15 in their textual table (Examination Start) is Stage 12 in their Gantt chart. 

This muddled numbering makes review and assessment of the plans particularly prone to 

error and will eventually work against successful project implementation. 

2. The Gantt chart numbering is incomplete, with Stages 8 and 11 apparently missing 

altogether. This is confusing and makes the chart unreliable for sequential assessment of 

timescales and key steps. 

3. The Gantt chart does not mention the 5 remaining Strategic Reviews which are expected to 

take place concurrently with other major activities. As a Strategic Review is likely to indicate 

a need to update the plan, their absence from the Gantt chart makes the chart practically 

useless in assessing the robustness of the Project Plan. As a reviewer it is not possible to 

view this plan with any confidence given that the timeliness of every step is critical to the 

next. 

 

The Examining Authority obviously relies quite heavily on the Applicant to provide reliable 

documentation. Please take note of this tendency towards inaccuracy to ensure errors are 

challenged where they occur and do not undermine the effectiveness of the Examination. 

 

3. Please compel the Applicant to consult fully and accurately, not only with statutory 

authorities but also with local communities and residents. 

 

The Applicant uses the word “consultation” an astonishing 48 times in their letter. And yet, given the 

deeply ineffective consultation they undertook during the past 3 years I can only expect a repeat of 



the same experience this time, especially as they intend to consult, assess, analyse and report back 

with mitigations within a period of only 4 weeks. 

 

Referring to their Programmes A and B they state: “Given the proposed changes are limited to 

highways mitigation, it is considered unlikely that significant levels of new interest will be generated 

by them.” This application has already drawn thousands of representations from local MPs, local 

authorities and local residents; it is hard to believe that the Applicant genuinely assesses the level of 

interest in new plans as “unlikely” to be significant. Somewhat contradicting themselves later in the 

same letter, the Applicant confirms they do not know “the scale and nature of the changes to the 

application which will subsequently be proposed.” They continue with this assurance: “Whilst it is not 

possible to provide that detail now, we are confident that it will be possible to provide confirmation 

of the changes to PINS by mid-April”. 

 

If the Applicant believes they will have a complete picture by mid-April, let them put that complete 

picture to the local communities who will be watching with great interest. We need the Inspectorate 

to ensure the Applicant meets their obligations in this regard and seek your support as you 

determine how to respond to the Applicant’s request for deferral. 

 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this latest twist in the tangled, chaotic mess of the 

Rail Central application. I hope you will consider my points as you reach your conclusions over the 

coming weeks. 

 

Kind regards 

 

Phillip Hayward 


